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Introduction

Learning analytics is an emerging and highly interdisciplinary field where many disciplines, such as education, computer science, and engineering, intersect. Since its first significant scholarly gathering in 2011, learning analytics has been mentioned increasingly in the news, technical reports, academic publications, and grant solicitations. The rise of this nascent field rests on a promise — and also a premise — that digital traces of learning can be turned into actionable knowledge to promote learning and teaching. As a young field, learning analytics is rooted in research areas such as business intelligence, user modeling, intelligent tutor systems (ITS), and social network analysis (Siemens, 2013). For instance, ITS, which have a strong presence in the learning analytics community, launched their first academic conference as early as 1998, while the analysis of social networks can be traced back to the dawn of the 20th century (Scott, 2013). That said, what is unique about learning analytics is its success in catalyzing broad discussions among various educational stakeholders (e.g., researchers, practitioners, administrators, policy-makers, and learners), leading to significant traction in academia, industry, and practice within a matter of years. Unlike many of its constituent areas, learning analytics has continued to foster the cross-fertilization of disciplines, which is often challenging but also extremely beneficial. More importantly, its strong intention to influence educational practice at multiple levels has nurtured awareness among practitioners, and thus the widespread publicity and reception of this field. As highlighted in the Horizon reports, learning analytics is a key trend in learning and teaching and has been widely adopted in recent years (Johnson et al., 2013; Johnson, Smith, Willis, Levine, & Haywood, 2011).

In this chapter, we present an overview of the field by articulating definitions and existing models of learning analytics. Case examples of learning analytics from Asian researchers are then summarized and reported. This is followed by an exploration of the key tensions in this field. The chapter concludes with a discussion of potential areas for future research in this area.
What is learning analytics?

The definition of learning analytics is plural and multifaceted because of the kaleidoscopic conceptions of learning and analytics introduced by various disciplines. The most widely adopted definition of learning analytics originated from its first conference: “Learning analytics is the measurement, collection, analysis and reporting of data about learners and their contexts, for purposes of understanding and optimizing learning and the environments in which it occurs” (Long & Siemens, 2011, p. 34). This definition captures key components of learning analytics which are further articulated in a conceptual model comprising eight components, namely collection, storage, cleaning, integration, analysis, representation, visualization, and action (Siemens, 2013).

One approach to understanding learning analytics is through the lens of what learning analytics is not. Efforts have been made to distinguish learning analytics from its adjacent areas. Academic analytics, an area that was mostly inspired by business intelligence (Goldstein & Katz, 2005), is mentioned frequently together with learning analytics. In contrast to academic analytics, which is focused on institutions and administrators without much attention on pedagogy, learning analytics is more directly concerned with teachers and learners by attending to micro-patterns of learning (Long & Siemens, 2011). Educational Data Mining (EDM), a field that emerged a few years earlier, is also associated with learning analytics. According to Siemens (2013), while learning analytics is concerned with sense-making and action, EDM is more focused on developing methods specifically for the exploration of data that originate from educational settings. Although the techniques used are similar in the two fields, EDM has a more defined focus on reductionist analysis (Siemens & Baker, 2012), while learning analytics attends more to practice (Chatti, Dyckhoff, Schroeder, & Thüs, 2012). Despite these distinctions, however, it is expected that learning analytics, EDM, and academic analytics will continue to intersect and overlap in the future.

With learning and analytics as two pivotal concepts of the field, conceptions of learning analytics may stress one over the other. However, when a data- or analytic-centric perspective is taken, the phrase “learning analytics” often evokes images of data – especially “big data” – in education. For example, the Horizon Report 2013 defines learning analytics as “education’s approach to ‘big data,’ a science that was originally leveraged by businesses to analyze commercial activities, identify spending trends, and predict consumer behavior” (Johnson et al., 2013, p. 20). This emphasis on data is not surprising given that the abundance of data has been recognized as a key driver of this field (Long & Siemens, 2011). Such a data-centric view can also be observed in conceptual models of learning analytics. For instance, a model proposed by Chatti et al. (2012) includes data collection and pre-processing, analytics and action, and post-processing as three major components of learning analytics – without mentioning pedagogical contexts, sense-making, or intervention designs at all. This data-centric view of learning analytics is also seemingly magnified by the connection and co-evolution between learning analytics and massive open online courses (MOOCs), since MOOCs have produced “big” learning-related data (Kay, Reimann, Diebold, & Kummerfeld, 2013) and have attracted attention from learning analytics and EDM researchers (e.g., Coffrin, Corrin, Barba, & Kennedy, 2014).

However, scholars argue that conceptions of learning analytics need to recognize the nuanced aspects of learning, as learning analytics is essentially about learning (Gašević, Dawson, & Siemens, 2015). Suthers and Verbert (2013, p. 2) stress that “research on learning analytics may vary in the degree to which it makes technical contributions, but the connection to learning should be present.” This point is often easily neglected in practical efforts to create learning analytics. Important arguments have been made that we need to contextualize specific analytics in their epistemological stances, pedagogy, and theories of assessment (Knight, Buckingham
Rather than treating analytics as being “pedagogically neutral” (e.g., Greller & Drachsler, 2012), an alternative approach is to recognize the highly nuanced nature of learning analytics and to coordinate the advances in both learning and analytics. Thus, despite the prominent growth of big data in recent years (Hey, Tansley, & Tolle, 2009), premature simplification of learning analytics – and overemphasis on data especially – can potentially do much harm to education in the absence of sufficient thinking about learning and education (Dringus, 2011). In order for learning analytics to play a constructive role in education, considerable work needs to be done on the learning side by designing pedagogically sound implementations (Wise & Vytasek, 2017).

Furthermore, learning analytics deals with educational phenomena at multiple levels. Work in the learning sciences has recognized that learning happens at multiple levels – not only in individual minds but also in small groups and larger learner communities (Stahl, 2013). For instance, collaborative knowledge-building as a group phenomenon depends on contributions from individuals but cannot be inferred reliably from individual learning (Scardamalia, Braford, Kozma, & Quellmalz, 2012). This recognition of learning at multiple levels urges learning analytics to account for analytic levels beyond the individual level, which has been favored in traditional classroom settings, as well as in education regimes where accountability is the major concern. Expanding the focus from learning to a broader scope of education, Buckingham Shum (2012) differentiated the micro- (individual user or cohort), meso- (institution-wide), and macro- (region/state/national/international) levels of learning analytics. To assist decision-making at different levels, learning analytics also needs to attend to higher-level educational data, as well as to the integration and mutual complementarity between different levels.

To summarize, the meaning of learning analytics as a term is plural and multifaceted. Work in this field may emphasize learning and/or analytics in many different ways and at different levels. Such diverse understandings and approaches make it difficult to create a unified definition. Therefore, it is necessary for researchers in this field to provide an operational definition of the learning analytics they employ and how they relate the two key components.

### Approaches and case examples of learning analytics studies in Asia

A review of learning analytics conducted by Asian researchers identified three commonly employed learning analytics approaches, namely (1) statistical sequential analysis, (2) social network analysis, and (3) data mining. The review was intended to be illustrative instead of comprehensive. These three approaches are defined briefly here. First, statistical sequential analysis – lag sequential analysis (LSA) in particular – is often used to examine whether or not a certain type of behavior increases or decreases the probability of an associated behavior. Social network analysis (SNA) can be used to analyze how individuals within a networked environment are connected through the various forms of online interactions and enables researchers to understand how network or group structures influence network/group performance. Lastly, data mining (DM) is employed to help make sense of the massive amounts of data available in and related to an education context. Cases of how these three approaches are utilized by Asian researchers in order to make sense of various forms of learning are presented next.

### Lag sequential analysis

Lag sequential analysis (LSA), developed by Sackett (1979), is a statistical technique for analyzing sequential data. LSA enables one to explore, summarize, and statistically test cross-dependencies...
between behaviors or events that occur in complex, interactive sequences (Faraone & Dorfman, 1987). The word *lag* simply refers to LSA’s interest in events or behaviors that follow each other; for example, lag=1 denotes an immediate sequence, and lag=2 refers to an intermediate temporal relationship with another event/behavior in the middle. The computational procedures of LSA generally proceed according to the following five steps: (1) calculate the sequential frequency transfer matrix, (2) calculate the condition probability matrix, (3) calculate the expected-value matrix, (4) calculate the adjusted residuals table, and (5) draw a sequential transfer diagram. By employing LSA, researchers can examine, for example, whether the presence of one discussion move (e.g., asking a question) increases the probability of another move (e.g., proposing an explanation) (Chen, Resendes, Chai, & Hong, 2017). Thus far, LSA has been applied to a wide range of learning contexts, such as information usage, online discussion, problem-solving, reading comprehension, gaming, and mobile learning. We provide a representative case in order to demonstrate how LSA research is conducted, followed by a summary of a variety of case examples.

The study by Lin, Hou, Wang, and Chang (2013) is selected as a representative case to explain how LSA is used to analyze sequential behavior patterns. The study employed LSA to examine the behavioral patterns of students’ discussions in online Facebook forums, based on the quantitative content coding scheme of the Revised Bloom’s Taxonomy (RBT). The RBT involves a two-dimensional structure involving a knowledge dimension and cognitive process dimension. The knowledge dimension includes four types of knowledge in the RBT, namely factual, conceptual, procedural, and metacognitive knowledge. The cognitive process dimension contains six levels of cognitive process, namely remember, understand, apply, analyze, evaluate, and create. The unit of coding for performing LSA is a single message that students post or reply to in the Facebook group. The study applied the LSA to infer and visualize the sequence correlation of online discussion behaviors, thus depicting a clearer picture of the students’ discussion behaviors on Facebook. The behavioral sequences refer to the order of the appearance of different behaviors. For instance, an online message coded as any of the six cognitive process dimensions may be followed by another message which could also be coded as any of the six categories. The LSA can help researchers to determine whether there are significant patterns in how the adjacent pairs of online messages are related. In other words, this method examines whether the appearance of one specific behavior followed by another specific behavior can reach statistical significance. By way of example, Lin et al.’s study reported that a message coded for cognitive process as “understand” is likely to be followed by another message that is in the same category based on the adjusted residual (z scores) computed through LSA.

In another similar use of LSA to analyze online collaborative discussions, Shukor, Tasir, Meijden, and Harun (2014) performed quantitative content analysis of students’ learning behaviors (e.g., asking questions or sharing information) and levels of knowledge construction (e.g., high or low levels). The sequential transfer diagrams obtained through LSA clearly illustrate the differences between the high-level and low-level knowledge construction groups. The findings indicate that groups which were more effective in constructing high-level knowledge were more likely to negotiate shared information, while the presence of argumentation is also found to be useful for more successful knowledge construction.

Other than the application of LSA for online discussion, it has also been applied to unveil behavioral differences among learners with different learning preferences (Rezler & Rezmovic, 1981). Typically, such studies use questionnaires to distinguish students’ learning preferences and to examine students’ online behavioral differences through LSA. For example, Chen and Lin (2014) found that learners with a global learning preference out-performed those with a
sequential learning preference in the learning task assigned to them. In another study by Graf, Liu, and Kinshuk (2010), LSA was performed on learners’ navigational behaviors in an online course. The authors found that students with different learning preferences tended to use different strategies to navigate online courses for more effective learning. These studies reveal that previously established psychological characterization of learners can be tested with LSA to determine if the theories hold true in the context of online behaviors.

Eye tracking as a means of collecting students’ behavior data when they are interacting with computers has also been analyzed using LSA. For example, Tsai, Hou, Lai, Liu, and Yang (2012) used an eye-tracking technique to examine students’ visual attention when they were performing science problem-solving. In particular, LSA was used to compare the scan patterns between successful and unsuccessful problem-solvers. A key finding showed that more successful (as compared with less successful) problem-solvers were better able to recognize and focus on relevant factors. In another study by Cao and Nishihara (2013), students’ viewing behaviors when watching a video for deeper understanding of a given subject were captured with eye-tracking and analyzed using LSA. The main result showed that learners tended to give priority to the text rather than to the pictures.

LSA has also been used in contexts such as game-playing behaviors (e.g., Sung, Hou, Liu, & Chang, 2010) and mobile learning behaviors (e.g., Chiang, Yang, & Hwang, 2014). These studies clearly show the usefulness of LSA. Future possible applications of LSA in a variety of computer-based learning activities are, in a sense, limited only by the researchers’ ability to code learning behaviors that are meaningful for study. Once the learning behaviors are coded, LSA can be performed to look for patterns in how behaviors are associated, and theories associated with such patterns can be built or refined. For example, writing with computers involves multiple steps which could be linked to students’ writing strategies, misconceptions, and so on. How students act to complete a writing task can be analyzed by using LSA, and associated with different ways to profile students as writers. Similarly, students’ creation of multimodal or computational materials could also be another area for LSA studies.

**Social network analysis**

Social network analysis (SNA) is an analytical method that looks into relationships among social entities and generates indices or metrics (e.g., the density and cohesion of a network, the centrality of an individual), as well as visualizations to describe them (Wasserman & Faust, 1994). When applied in education, SNA indices have been shown to be related to various aspects of learner experience (e.g., online learning satisfaction) and learning outcomes (e.g., deeper understanding of a topic inquired about online). Interest in applying SNA in education is motivated by an increasing focus on the “social” aspect of learning, demonstrated by learning theories emphasizing learning in groups (Stahl, 2006) and communities (Brown & Campione, 1994; Lave & Wenger, 1991; Scardamalia & Bereiter, 2003). We demonstrate the applications of SNA among Asian researchers in several research topics here.

First, SNA indices were employed as variables to measure how some forms of collaborative/cooperative learning affect the group processes. The study by Lin, Huang, and Chuang (2015) is selected to explain how SNA is used to analyze learners’ interaction data generated in an e-learning environment. Graphs are a commonly used method of presenting interaction relationships in social networks. In the graph of a social network, a node represents a learner and a link represents a tie that exists between the pair of learners who interact. Generally, social networks can also be represented in the form of matrices. The simplest and most common matrix
is binary. In other words, if a tie is present, a “1” is entered into a cell of the matrix; if there is no tie, a “0” is entered. This kind of matrix is the starting point for almost all social network analysis and is referred to as an “adjacency matrix” because it represents who is next to, or adjacent to, whom, in the “social space,” as mapped by the relations that have been measured. Another approach to measuring message flows is by distinguishing between “out-degree” and “in-degree” in a social network. Here, the out-degree refers to a situation in which an individual learner “A” asks another learner for assistance, whereas the in-degree implies that other learners ask “A” for assistance. According to Lin et al. (2015), a friendship network within a community is represented by using an undirected graph—that is, a friendship network does not consider in-/out-degree message flow. In a social network, network centrality can be measured further by three indices, namely degree centrality, closeness centrality, and betweenness centrality, based on the “adjacency matrix.” A node with high centrality is generally in a more central position in a social network. Lin et al.’s study identified an individual’s network position using degree centrality and examined how the level of self-regulation and the level of centrality simultaneously affect learning achievement in an SNA environment. Furthermore, whether both variables interacted with each other for learning achievement was also verified. Lin et al.’s study shows how network centrality affected online group learning behaviors, finding that groups that demonstrated a higher degree of network centrality would perform better in terms of learning achievements.

Other than learning achievements, SNA studies have generally shown that the social network indices are connected to the socio-emotional aspect of learning. Lee and Bonk (2016) employed SNA to examine learner relationships and their interactions in an online course using weblogs that were designed for writing and sharing reflective journals. The results showed that learners’ blogging activities (as measured mainly by the online interactions among the learners, e.g., the change of in-degree and out-degree in online interactions) had significant pre-post learning impacts (including learners’ perceived emotional closeness, a positive correlation between online interactions and peer closeness network values, and change of social network structure) during a 16-week graduate course. In another longitudinal study spanning 2006 to 2012 (Lin, Hu, Hu, & Liu, 2016), which examined the relationship between face-to-face and online collaborations by a group of K-12 teachers (N=172), several SNA techniques (such as sociograms, centrality, cohesive subgroups, and the clique phenomenon) were applied. The study revealed that face-to-face and online collaborations are both essential in teaching and continuously complement one another in terms of teachers’ professional development.

SNA has been used widely as a pedagogical tool to foster group-based learning. Chen and Chang’s (2014) study is an example of using social interaction information in web-based collaborative learning environments to guide learners in identifying suitable learning partners for more effective collaboration. Hong, Scardamalia, Messina, and Teo (2015) explored students’ autonomous use of three analytic tools—a Vocabulary Analyzer, a Social Network Tool, and a Semantic Overlap Tool—to improve community knowledge-building in a class of Grade 5/6 students. It was found that these knowledge-building analytic tools are useful in helping the students to form a more discursively connected community. As a consequence, students become progressively more engaged in deeper inquiry.

As the social dimensions of learning and its associated learning theories gain attention among researchers, and as the use of social media continues to develop, SNA is likely to become increasingly important for online platforms. Future research on how teachers and online community members consciously design or apply social strategies that foster the social dimension of learning can be conducted by using the SNA indices as dependent variables.
LSA can be the means to track the patterns of social behaviors that denote a member’s social moves.

**Data mining**

Data mining is defined as the process of discovering meaningful patterns in data (Witten & Frank, 2005, p. 5). Data mining techniques such as decision trees, a support tool that employs a tree-like graph of decisions with possible consequences, have been investigated in association with some established variables in education, such as cognitive styles, prior knowledge, reasoning processes, and learning outcomes (Doleck, Basnet, Poitras, & Lajoie, 2015; Romero, Espejo, Zafra, Romero, & Ventura, 2013). We explicate a representative case here, followed by a summary of relevant studies using data mining.

Chen and Huang (2013) utilized data mining techniques (e.g., K-means algorithm) of clustering to investigate how prior knowledge affects game-based learning. They found that prior knowledge has positive impacts on the type of games which foster procedural knowledge rather than declarative knowledge. Their study explains how data mining techniques are applied to conduct data analyses in educational settings in order to discover hidden relationships that may be ignored using more traditional statistical methods. Frequently used data mining techniques include classification, clustering, association, and prediction. Among various data mining techniques, Chen and Huang adopted the K-means algorithm—a widely used clustering technique to group learners into several sub-groups with similar characteristics. They selected students’ pre-test scores and post-test scores and their responses to the questionnaire (which indicate the frequencies of playing digital games and prior experience with digital games) as the grouping attributes, and the K-means algorithm was applied to group the students. The differences between the five clusters generated were then described using the mean scores and standard deviation for each of the attributes. Additionally, frequency counts and percentages were applied to explain the distribution of the participants among the clusters. After obtaining the five clusters, analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to identify whether significant differences existed among the five clusters in terms of their learning performances and their learning perceptions. The outcome shows that there are significant differences among the five clusters in the two aspects tested.

Similarly, Chen and Liu (2008) utilized data mining techniques (a decision tree based on eight formulated rules) along with some traditional statistics to explore whether cognitive styles (i.e., learners’ constant latent tendency of information processing modes, as defined by Messick, 1984) have any impact on students’ learning patterns in a web-based instruction (WBI) program. The findings confirmed this to be the case.

As with SNA, data mining techniques have also been employed to improve actual teaching and learning. For example, Chen, Hsieh, and Hsu (2007) mined learners’ profiles to detect their common misconceptions and then proposed and tested a remediation approach to enhance students’ learning performance based on the learners’ profiles. In another experimental study by Lin, Yeh, Hung, and Chang (2013), a personalized creativity learning system was designed and developed using decision trees, with the purpose of optimizing learners’ creativity performance by providing them with personalized learning paths. The findings based on the experiment indicated that the learners have a much higher probability of obtaining a good creativity score when a learning path suggested by a decision tree is available to them. However, the application of data mining techniques to optimize learning raises questions of learner agency, and we explore this in a later section.
Data mining represents an emerging and innovative means of discovering learning patterns in large educational data sets and, as such, offers the potential for a number of new research areas. One possible research direction is to capitalize on the strengths of various data mining approaches to further advance the development of online learning (e.g., MOOCs). Another is concerned with integrating data mining into institutional research. As an increasing number of schools, colleges, and universities are concerned with making informed decisions about their management on a large scale (e.g., admissions, curriculum planning, and student life), data mining is likely to become more important for the educational industry in the future as well.

**Key tensions in the field of learning analytics**

While the previously mentioned research provides substantial demonstration of the usefulness of analytical approaches applied in learning analytics, the interdisciplinary nature of learning analytics has given rise to various tensions of which further development in this field needs to be aware. Attending to those tensions is necessary for effective and ethical design, implementation, and use of learning analytics. Salient tensions we have observed from the literature to date include the tensions (1) among various conceptions of learning, (2) between learning and

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme</th>
<th>Some key topics studied or variables measured/assessed</th>
<th>Selected related studies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lag sequential analysis (LSA): an analytic technique for processing sequential event data</td>
<td>Learners’ discussion behaviors in online (discussion) forums</td>
<td>Lin et al. (2013)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Behavioral differences among learners with different learning styles</td>
<td>Shukor et al. (2014)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Eye-tracking research</td>
<td>Chen and Lin (2014)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Other topics, such as inquiry learning, game-playing, and mobile learning behaviors</td>
<td>Graf et al. (2010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social network analysis (SNA): an analysis for constructing, measuring, or visualizing networks based on relations among network “members”</td>
<td>Group learning behaviors</td>
<td>Tsai et al. (2012)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>To promote collaborative learning</td>
<td>Cao and Nishihara (2013)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>To promote community knowledge advancement</td>
<td>Hou (2015) for inquiry behaviors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sung et al. (2010) for game-playing behaviors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Chiang et al. (2014) for mobile learning behaviors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data mining (DM): a general analytic technique to extract or discover patterns of certain variables in “big” data sets</td>
<td>To identify cognitive styles for web-based learning</td>
<td>Chen and Liu (2008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>To improve teaching and learning</td>
<td>Chen and Huang (2013)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Chen et al. (2007)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lin et al. (2013)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Learning analytics: cases from Asia

Learning analytics is not only about a set of analytic techniques but is also concerned with feeding results to relevant stakeholders in order to improve educational practice. On the surface, what we consider as learning would dictate the types of data collected for the analysis of "learning." Furthermore, researchers may hold different epistemological assumptions – about where knowledge resides and how knowledge develops – and will thus consider learning in significantly different ways. For instance, a researcher who conceptualizes learning as knowledge acquisition in individual minds is more likely to emphasize test scores as hallmarks of academic performance (e.g., Agudo-Peregrina et al., 2014). By contrast, a researcher who views knowledge as dependent on social interactions would look into group activities for indicators of learning (Buckingham Shum & Deakin Crick, 2012). Recently, Koh et al. (2015) adopted the constructivist-oriented meaningful learning framework (see Howland, Jonassen, & Marra, 2012) and attempted to aggregate indices generated by SNA and students’ participation data in order to provide feedback for teachers and students with regards to their meaningful engagement. These examples illustrate that while different conceptions of learning commonly exist in many education research communities, the divide is even wider when educational theorists, computer scientists, and engineers interact with one another. As we go forward, any effort in creating learning analytics would require that, at the very least, researchers and developers make their conceptions of learning explicit in order to ensure that all involved share a common point of departure.

Different conceptions of learning

Learning analytics is sometimes conceptualized as translating digital traces into numbers for the purpose of interpretation. For example, it is compared to immersing a thermometer in water to gauge the temperature (Greller & Drachsler, 2012). Learning analytics, in this case, is considered to be “pedagogically neutral.” However, this is hardly the case when making sense of learning from learners’ “digital shadows” in learning environments (Buckingham Shum, 2015). During the process, critical decisions are made regarding data collection, choice of algorithms, interpretation of results, and possible courses of action from the results of learning analytics. These decisions are laden with values and beliefs about learning. From a different perspective, any results of computer algorithms are contingent upon informed and contextualized interpretations; real changes in education cannot be brought about by simply giving people volumes of numbers generated by learning analytics (Macfadyen & Dawson, 2012). Thus, oversimplification of what constitutes learning may lead to misinformed practices that neglect important aspects of learning.

Siemens (2013, p. 1395) cautions learning analysts to “keep human and social processes central in learning analytics activities,” as the learning process is essentially social and creative. A similar caution is made by Gašević et al. (2015), who have problematized practices of counting certain activities for correlation with academic performance. Instead, these researchers call for work around coherent theoretical models of learning behaviors. It is especially problematic if algorithms exist in “black boxes” and produce numbers that are in the hands of those with the power to influence behaviors (Buckingham Shum, 2015) in the name of “optimizing” learning. This tension between learning and algorithms will continue to figure in learning analytics.
Agency and control

Learning analytics influences learners’ agency when it is used to shape how learning is interpreted and how learners need to act (Buckingham Shum, 2015). There is a constant tension between analytics and learners because the use of analytics could take away agency from the learners. Analytics could disempower learners, making them increasingly reliant on institutions to provide them with continuous feedback, rather than developing meta-cognitive and learning-to-learn skills and dispositions (Buckingham Shum & Ferguson, 2012). This is especially the case when the analytics is contained in “black boxes” and when learners are given results to react to without understanding how the algorithms work. The popularity of dashboards in learning analytics rests on their power to translate complex data into digestible visualizations; however, their designs range from a traffic signal to complex interactive visualizations (Verbert, Duval, Klerkx, Govaerts, & Santos, 2013), reflecting different levels of empowerment and control.

In addressing this tension, learner agency has been recognized as an important principle in designing learning analytics interventions (Wise, 2014). A special issue of the Journal of Learning Analytics features the application of learning analytics to promoting 21st-century competencies, which often emphasize greater agency of learners (Buckingham Shum & Deakin Crick, 2016). The balance between control and agency is a high-stakes endeavor, such that work in learning analytics will not undo decades of work in education to promote high-level agencies that are important for people in the knowledge age. In addition to facilitating administration, awareness, reflection, and sense-making, learning analytics should invest in assisting learners and stakeholders to develop local decision-making rather than taking such power away from them.

Data access and ethics

Ethical issues related to learning analytics are multi-dimensional. First, learning analytics researchers are divided on who owns the data and whether usage of certain learning platforms should incur consent of data use for analytical purposes. For instance, Macfadyen and Dawson (2012, p. 151) note that “data that is gathered through institutional research is subject to the provisions of the Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act,” rather than the traditional ethics review process for academic research. While it may be unreasonable to require researchers to obtain consent from all learners, research ethics need to be evaluated regularly, even if data are already made accessible (Boyd & Crawford, 2012).

Ethical issues may figure more deeply in power relations between educational institutions and stakeholders. In higher education, for instance, power relations among students and universities should be brought to bear when designing learning analytics (Slade & Prinsloo, 2013), as they may lead to important consequences (e.g., graduation) for individuals. In classrooms, the ethical use of learning analytics needs to consider the vulnerability of students to protect them from possible harm. For example, publicly comparing all students’ performance may undermine the confidence of low-performing students, while presenting individual performance with a class average may demotivate middle- to high-performing students who could actually invest more effort in their learning. The impact of power relations stretches from data collection to how analytics could be interpreted and have real-life, powerful impacts on individuals.

Finally, it should be noted that the tensions outlined here are interconnected and thus should not be viewed as separate concerns. For example, the moral practice of learning analytics depends not only on the ethical use of data but also on moral applications that look beyond academic “effectiveness” (Slade & Prinsloo, 2013). Critically exploring different conceptions of
learning would lead to more sensible discussion of agency and control when designing learning analytics. Kaleidoscopic as the field is, those tensions will exist as long as there is participation from multiple disciplines. The goal is not to achieve a unified view of the field, but rather to create a meaningful common ground for further development.

**Conclusions**

Learning analytics is an emerging field of study that has much potential to contribute to the understanding and enrichment of learning. It draws on rich sources of data that are, for example, generated by the learners when they are performing learning tasks on computer-based platforms. Such data are richer, more fine-grained, and arguably more “objective” in comparison to students’ self-reported data and even classroom observation data. As illustrated in this chapter, such fine-grained process data can be associated with many existing learning theories and, in turn, produce legitimate new evidence to fuel refinements of learning theories. However, we believe that there is no value-free data collection and interpretation process. As more techniques pertaining to learning analytics emerge, the discussion of wise, ethical, and valid uses of learning analytics has to develop concurrently.

In terms of future research on the use of learning analytics, we expect more cross-fertilization among analytical techniques when studying the same learning phenomenon. For instance, researchers could apply two or more of the approaches reviewed here concurrently in a given study, such as using SNA together with LSA in order to understand how social network formation is related to patterns of learning behaviors and activities. The intersection of these techniques may shed new light on understanding user behaviors. Another area that needs attention is users’ (such as teachers and learners) responses to the analytics reports provided to them. Learning analytics should allow teachers to analyze students’ learning in a useful manner and to promote students’ self-directed and/or collaborative learning or other forms of generative learning behaviors. However, the end users need to possess the necessary literacies required to understand the feedback provided through the analytics in order for the feedback to be useful. There may be a need, therefore, to study the effect of levels of literacy users possess with regards to learning analytics, how this influences the users in making sense of the feedback, and, more important, how educators could help them to develop the required literacy in their educational contexts. Lastly, each tool added to a learning environment perturbs the ecology. Understanding how learning analytics creates new activity systems (see Engestrom, 2000) is likely to be an important area for future research. Substantial efforts are needed to resolve the aforementioned tensions in different activity systems.
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